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Color Scheme

We will be using ColorBrewer 6-class Dark2 color palette.

http://colorbrewer2.org/?type=qualitative&scheme=Dark2&n=6

Layout Header

Device Header

Dashboard Header

Card

Card Loading

All widgets must support a loading spinner in case a user experiences a delay longer than 1 second (slow network, the widget is buffering its data,
etc.). Mohammad has created a re-usable directive for this purpose to keep the look and behavior consistent across all widgets.

http://colorbrewer2.org/?type=qualitative&scheme=Dark2&n=6


Card CSS

CPU

Gauge

Gauge Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement



1 Overall CPU Gauge Widget The gauge must have three
independent zones: a green, a
yellow, and a red zone

The gauge must have a black
marker (needle)

The gauge's black marker
(needle) must indicate the
current CPU utilization

The gauge must display the
current CPU utilization
numerically inside the gauge

The gauge widget must
support the sizes 1x1, 1x3,
and 3x1

The user must be able to set
the range of the warning
(yellow) zone of the gauge

The user must be able to set
the range of the danger (red)
zone of the gauge

2 1x1 CPU Gauge Widget The user must be able to select
which CPU plane (analysis,
control, or data) to display

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - PLANE BEING

"DISPLAYED

3 1x3 CPU Gauge Widget A gauge for each of the three
CPU planes (analysis, control,
and data) must be displayed

The gauges must be displayed
in the following order from top
to bottom: analysis, control,
and data plane

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - All Planes"



4 3x1 CPU Gauge Widget A gauge for each of the three
CPU planes (analysis, control,
and data) must be displayed

The gauges must be displayed
in the following order from left
to right: analysis, control, and
data plane

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - All Planes"

Gauge CSS

 

Number

Number Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall CPU Number Widget The number widget must
display the current CPU
utilization numerically inside
the card

The number widget must
support the sizes 1x1, 1x2,
and 2x1

2 1x1 CPU Number Widget The user must be able to select
which CPU plane (analysis,
control, or data) to display

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - PLANE BEING

"DISPLAYED



3 1x2 CPU Number Widget A number display for each of
the three CPU planes
(analysis, control, and data)
must be displayed

The planes must be displayed
in the following order from top
to bottom: analysis, control,
and data plane

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - All Planes"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective plane

4 2x1 CPU Number Widget A number display for each of
the three CPU planes
(analysis, control, and data)
must be displayed

The planes must be displayed
in the following order from left
to right: analysis, control, and
data plane

The title for the widget must be
"CPU - All Planes"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective plane

Number CSS

Line

Line Requirements



ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall CPU Line Widget The Y axis must always be
visible

The Y axis must display tick
labels in appropriate steps

The X axis must always be
visible

The X axis must display tick
labels in appropriate steps

The chart legend must always
be visible

The user must be able to place
the chart legend at the top or
to the right of the chart

The user must be able to
configure what CPU data to
chart

The legend must list the
planes in the following order:
Analysis, Control, and Data,
and Average

The chart must have horizontal
grid lines visible

The CPU line widget must
support the sizes: 3x2, 4x3,
6x4, and 8x4

The chart must display the
latest 5 minutes of CPU data

On hover, all the lines must
display the value that
corresponds to the time being
hovered on

Line CSS

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45

Datagrid

Datagrid Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45


1 Overall CPU Datagrid Widget The widget must support the
sizes 3x2 and 4x2

The widget must follow Fleet's
datagrid layout, style, and
expected behavior

The CPU Hardware
Information datagrid must only
appear on physical hardware,
not VE editions

The CPU Hardware
Information datagrid must
display data for IC, Fan
Speed, Fan State, Temp C,
and Temp State

The CPU Usage datagrid must
display data for Core and
Usage

The CPU Usage datagrid must
appear for physical hardware
and VE editions

Datagrid CSS

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/

Memory

Gauge

Gauge Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Memory Gauge Widget The gauge must have three
independent zones: a green, a
yellow, and a red zone

The gauge must have a black
marker (needle)

The gauge's black marker
(needle) must indicate the
current Memory utilization

The gauge must display the
current Memory utilization
numerically (percentage) inside
the gauge

The gauge must display the
current Memory utilization
numerically (X of Y, x being
how much memory is being
used out of y memory) below
the gauge

The gauge widget must support
the sizes 1x1, 1x3, and 3x1

The user must be able to set
the range of the warning
(yellow) zone of the gauge

The user must be able to set
the range of the danger (red)
zone of the gauge

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/


2 1x1  Gauge WidgetMemory The user must be able to select
which Memory type usage
(TMM, Other, or Total) to
display

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - MEMORY BEING

"DISPLAYED

3 1x3  Gauge WidgetMemory A gauge for each of the three
Memory types (TMM, Other,
and Total) must be displayed

The gauges must be displayed
in the following order from top
to bottom: TMM, Other, and
Total

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - All Usage"

4 3x1  Gauge WidgetMemory A gauge for each of the three
Memory types (TMM, Other,
and Total) must be displayed

The gauges must be displayed
in the following order from left
to right: TMM, Other, and
Swap

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - All Usage"

Gauge CSS



Number

Number Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Memory Number Widget The gauge must display the
current percentage of the
Memory utilization numerically
inside the card

The gauge must display the
current Memory utilization out
of the total Memory available
numerically inside the card

The gauge widget must
support the sizes 1x1, 1x2,
and 2x1

2 1x1  Number WidgetMemory The user must be able to select
which Memory type (TMM,
Other, or Total) to display

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - MEMORY TYPE

"BEING DISPLAYED



3 1x2  Number WidgetMemory A number display for each of
the three Memory types (TMM,

must beOther, or Total) 
displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from top to bottom: TMM,
Other, and Swap

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - All Usage"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Memory type

4 2x1  Number WidgetMemory A number display for each of
the three Memory types (TMM,
Other, or Total) must be
displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from left to right: TMM, Other,
and Swap

The title for the widget must be
"Memory - All Usage"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Memory type

Number CSS

Line

Line Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement



1 Overall Memory Line Widget
The Y axis must always
be visible

The Y axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The X axis must always
be visible

The X axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The chart legend must
always be visible

The user must be able to
place the chart legend at
the top, right, or hide it

The user must be able to
configure what CPU data
to chart

The legend must list the
Memory types in the
following order: TMM,
Other, and Swap

The chart must have
horizontal grid lines
visible

The CPU line widget
must support the sizes: 3
x2, 4x3, 6x4, and 8x4

The chart must display
the latest 5 minutes of
Memory usage data

The user must be able to
select what Memory Type
to chart

Line CSS

 

Bar



Bar Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Memory Bar Widget
The widget must support
the sizes 1x3, 2x2, and
3x1

The widget must display
four sections, one for
each of the following
Memory types: TMM
Used, TMM Free, Other
Used, Other Free

The widget must have a
Y-axis starting at 0 and
ending on the amount of
Total Memory installed on
the system

The Y-axis must have tick
labels with appropriate
steps

The widget's title must be
"Memory - Breakdown"

On hover, the hover text
must list the amount of
memory used for the
bar's section

2 1x2 Memory Bar Widget Each of the bar's sections must
be labeled with a number
representing the section's size

The bar's sections must be
displayed from top to bottom in
the following order: TMM Used,
TMM Free, Other Used, Other
Free

A legend must be included
below the stacked bar chart

The bar chart axis must display
tick labels in appropriate steps

3 2x2 Memory Bar Widget Each of the bar's sections
must be labeled with a number
representing the section's size

The bar's sections must be
displayed from top to bottom in
the following order: Other
Used, Other Free, TMM Used,
TMM Free

A legend for the stacked bar
chart must be visible and to
the right of the stacked bar



4 2x1 Memory Bar Widget The bar's sections must be
displayed from left to right in the
following order: TMM Used,
TMM Free, Other Used, Other
Free

A legend for the stacked bar
chart must be visible and to the
right of the stacked bar

Bar CSS

Datagrid

Datagrid Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Memory Datagrid Widget The widget must support the
sizes 3x2 and 4x2

The widget must follow Fleet's
datagrid layout, style, and
expected behavior

The widget must have
columns for the following data:
Domain, Used (GB), Free
(GB), Total (GB), and Used
(%)

The datagrid must be sortable
by column

Datagrid CSS

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/

Connections

Number

Number Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Connections Number Widget The widget must display the
appropriate connections
statistics: Open, New, or SSL
TPS

The SSL TPS widget must
display platform and license
limits

The gauge widget must
support the sizes 1x1, 1x2,
and 2x1

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/


2 1x1  Number WidgetConnections The user must be able to select
which Connections type (Open,
New, or SSL TPS) to display

The title for the widget must be
"Connections - CONNECTIONS

"TYPE

3 1x2  Number WidgetConnections A number display for each of
the three Connections types
(Open, New, or SSL TPS)
must be displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from top to bottom: Open,
New, and SSL TPS

The title for the widget must be
"Connections - All"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Connection type

4 2x1  Number WidgetConnections A number display for each of
the three Connections types
(Open, New, or SSL TPS)
must be displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from left to right: Open, New,
and SSL TPS

The title for the widget must be
"Connections - All"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Connection type

Number CSS



Line

Line Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Connections Line Widget

 

The Y axis must always
be visible

The Y axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The X axis must always
be visible

The X axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The chart legend must
always be visible

The user must be able to
place the chart legend at
the top or to the right of
the chart

The chart must have
horizontal grid lines
visible

The widget must support
the sizes: 3x2, 4x3, 6x4,
and 8x4

The widget must display
by default the latest 5
minutes of Connections
data

 The user must be able to
select how much
historical Connections
data to display: 5 minutes
(default), 3 hours, 24
hours, 1 week, or 1
month

The user must be able to
select what Connections
to chart: New
Connections, Open
Connections, and SSL
TPS

The legend must list the
Connection type/types
graphed

On hover, all the lines
must display the value
that corresponds to the
time being hovered on

Line CSS

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45

Datagrid

Datagrid Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45


1 Overall Connections Datagrid Widget The widget must support the
sizes 3x2 and 4x2

The widget must follow Fleet's
datagrid layout, style, and
expected behavior

The widget must have
columns for the following data:
Time, Open, New, and SSL
TPS

The user must be able to
select how much historical
data to display: 5 minutes, 3
hours, 24 hours, 1 week, or 1
month

By default, the widget should
display 5 minutes of
Connections data

The datagrid must be sortable
by column

Datagrid CSS

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/

Throughput

Number

Number Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall  Number WidgetThroughput The widget must display the
appropriate connections
statistics: Service, In, Out, or
Compression

The Service and Compression
widgets must display platform
and license limits

The widget must support the
sizes 1x1, 1x2, and 2x1

2 1x1  Number WidgetThroughput The user must be able to select
which Throughput type
(Service, In, Out, or
Compression) to display

The title for the widget must be
"Throughput - Throughput

"TYPE

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/


3 1x3  Number WidgetThroughput A number display for each of
the four Throughput types (Ser

 vice, In, Out, or Compression)
must be displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from top to bottom: Service, In,
Out, or Compression

The title for the widget must be
"Throughput - All"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Throughput type

4 3x1 Throughput Number Widget A number display for each of
the four Throughput types
(Service, In, Out, or
Compression) must be
displayed

The number displays must be
displayed in the following order
from top to bottom: Service, In,
Out, or Compression

The title for the widget must be
"Throughput - All"

Each number display must be
labeled with the title of its
respective Throughput type

Number CSS

Line



Line Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Throughput Line Widget
The Y axis must always
be visible

The Y axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The X axis must always
be visible

The X axis must display
tick labels in appropriate
steps

The chart legend must
always be visible

The user must be able to
place the chart legend at
the top or to the right of
the chart

The chart must have
horizontal grid lines
visible

The widget must support
the sizes: 3x2, 4x3, 6x4,
and 8x4

The widget must display
by default the latest 5
minutes of Throughput
data

 The user must be able to
select how much
historical Throughput
data to display: 5 minutes
(default), 3 hours, 24
hours, 1 week, or 1
month

The user must be able to
select what Throughput
to chart: Service, In, Out,
and Compression

The legend must list the
Throughput type/types
graphed

On hover, all the lines
must display the value
that corresponds to the
time being hovered on

Line CSS

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45

Datagrid

Datagrid Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45


1 Overall Throughput Datagrid Widget The widget must support the
sizes 3x2 and 4x2

The widget must follow Fleet's
datagrid layout, style, and
expected behavior

The widget must have
columns for the following data:
Time, Service, In, Out, and
Compression

The user must be able to
select how much historical
data to display: 5 minutes, 3
hours, 24 hours, 1 week, or 1
month

By default, the widget should
display 5 minutes of
Throughput data

The datagrid must be sortable
by column

Datagrid CSS

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/

Processes

Line

Line Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/


1 Overall Processes Line Widget The Y axis must always be
visible

The Y axis must display tick
labels from 0 -100% in
appropriate steps

The X axis must always be
visible

The X axis must display tick
labels in appropriate steps

The chart legend must always
be visible

The user must be able to place
the chart legend at the top or
to the right of the chart

There can be a maximum of 6
lines charted. An aggregate of
processes without module
association and up to 5
processes selected by the
user

The user must be able to
configure what processes to
chart

The chart must have horizontal
grid lines visible

The  line widgetProcesses
must support the sizes: 3x2,
4x3, 6x4, and 8x4

The chart must display the
latest 5 minutes of  Processes
data

On hover, all the lines must
display the value that
corresponds to the time being
hovered on

Line CSS

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45

Datagrid

Datagrid Requirements

 

ID Component Image Requirement

https://plot.ly/~florelui001/1/?share_key=DfXh1CyBREDoM5fYbYAt45


1 Overall Throughput Datagrid Widget  
The widget must support
the sizes 3x2 and 4x2

The widget must follow
Fleet's datagrid layout,
style, and expected
behavior

The widget must have
columns for the following
data: Name, ID, Single
CPU Usage (%), System
CPU Usage (%), Total
Size (MB), Resident Size
(MB), and Modules

The datagrid must be
sortable by column

Datagrid CSS

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/

LTM

Donut

Donut Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall Throughput Donut Widget The widget must support the
sizes 1x2, 2x1, and 3x2

The donuts can display a max
of 5 "slices" in the following
order from the center of the
top and clockwise: Available,
Unavailable, Offline, Unknown
and Disabled

A sum of all the object type
must be visible inside the
donut

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/fleet/documentation/components/datagrid/


2 1x2 LTM Donut Widget The user must be able to
select which LTM object to
display: Virtual Servers, Pools,
or Nodes

A legend must be visible
directly below the donut chart

The title of the widget with one
LTM object must be, "LTM -
OBJECT NAME"

The widget with all LTM
objects on hover must display
the value of the donut slice

3 2x1 LTM Donut Widget The user must be able to
select which LTM object to
display: Virtual Servers, Pools,
or Nodes

A legend must be visible
directly to the right of the donut
chart

The title of the widget with one
LTM object must be, "LTM -
OBJECT NAME"

The widget with all LTM
objects on hover must display
the value of the donut slice

4 3x2 LTM Donut Widget All LTM objects must be
displayed

Each LTM object must be
appropriately labeled Virtual
Server, Pools, or Nodes

The title of the widget with all
LTM objects must be, "LTM -
All Objects"

The donut charts must appear
in the following order, from left
to right: Virtual Servers, Pools,
and Nodes

Each chart must have a
legend directly below it

Donut CSS



Statistics

Statistics Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement

1 Overall LTM Line Widget
The user must be able to
show/hide the drawer
with the tree view

The dropdown must filter
what objects are
displayed in the tree view

The user must be able to
navigate the tree view
and select an object to
view its statistics

The widget must recall
what object was last
viewed when the user
visits the dashboard view

The widget must support
the sizes 3x2 and 4x2

FOR ALL NODES: If
there is not object inside
a node. Do not create
empty nodes for the user
to drill down and find
nothing.

Statistics Wireframes









DNS

Donut

Donut Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement



1 Overall DNS  WidgetDonut  The widget must support the
sizes 1x2, 2x1, and 6x2

The donuts can display a max
of 5 "slices" in the following
order from the center of the
top and clockwise: Available,
Unavailable, Offline, Unknown
and Disabled

A sum of all the object type
must be visible inside the
donut

2 1x2  Donut WidgetDNS The user must be able to
select to display one GTM
object: Applications, Wide IPs,
Pools, Links, Datacenters,
Servers

A legend must be visible on
the single object donut widget
directly below the donut chart

The title of the widget with one
GTM object must be, "GTM -
OBJECT NAME"

 

3 2x1 DNS Donut Widget The user must be able to
select to display one GTM
object or three: Applications,
Wide IPs, Pools, Links,
Datacenters, Servers

A legend must be visible on
the single object donut widget
directly to the right of the donut
chart

The title of the widget with one
GTM object must be, "GTM -
OBJECT NAME"



4 6x2 DNS Donut Widget All GTM objects must be
displayed

Each GTM object must be
appropriately labeled Applicati
ons, Wide IPs, Pools, Links,
Datacenters, Servers

The title of the widget with all
GTM objects must be, "  -GTM
All Objects"

The donut charts must appear
in the following order, from left
to right: Applications, Wide
IPs, Pools, Links, Datacenters,
Servers

Each chart must have a
legend directly below it

Donut CSS

Statistics

Statistics Requirements

ID Component Image Requirement



1 Overall  Line WidgetDNS
The user must be able to
show/hide the drawer
with the tree view

The dropdown must filter
what objects are
displayed in the tree view

The user must be able to
navigate the tree view
and select an object to
view its statistics

The widget must recall
what object was last
viewed when the user
visits the dashboard view

The widget must support
the sizes 4x2 and 5x2

FOR ALL NODES: If
there is not object inside
a node. Do not create
empty nodes for the user
to drill down and find
nothing.

Statistics Wireframes
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